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It seems if I ask politely, I get. I 
sent Rob on a tour of Binfield 
and he came back with these 

five photos. They have not been 
re-coloured or reset in any way. 
Just let the artist do his work in 

his own backyard. 
  

Thank you, Rob.
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TODAY’S TEAMS

Binfield FC vs  Basingstoke FC

Harvey Rackley-Hayes 1 Paul Strudley 

Kai Hobbs 2 Marcus Johnson-Schuster 

Massimo Giamettei 3 Callum Winchcombe 

Johnny Denton 4 Michael Atkinson

Lewis Pegg 5 Nathan Smart 

Liam Gavin 6 Billy Upton 

Harvey Harry 7 Bradley Wilson 

Brandon Curtis 8 Simon Dunn 

 James Beauchamp 9 Ben Cook 

Harrison Bayley 10 George Reid 

Brad Pagliaroli 11 Sam Argent 

Brandon Curtis 12 James Clark 

Will Shaw 14 Brody Peart 

Max Reid 15 Marcio Magalmaes-Nevez 

16 James Howarth 

17 Joel Halliday 

18  

19  

Garry Haylock Mgr  Dan Brownlie

Roger Herridge Asst  

Keith Pennicott- Bowen Coach  

Amy Coglan/ Carl Bennett Therapist  

WELCOME TO OUR OFFICIALS

Referee Richard Wharton 

Assistant Sam Laidler 

Assistant Jake Atkinson 

 
 
Binfield FC offer a very warm welcome to ev
eryone for tonight’s Pitching In Isthmian South 
Central League game against Basingstoke Town 
Football Club. 
Basingstoke currently sit at the top of the 
league and are currently 10 points clear of the 
Moles but have played 3 more games than us 
so you could say that tonight is a true six 
pointer. We’ve played each other twice already 
this season, once in the league and the 
other in the Velocity cup. The Moles came out 
on top in both games winning by an identical 
margin of 0 2. Always a truly competitive fix

ture, the two teams enjoy a healthy respect for eachother and we are delighted to welcome 
our friends from Basingstoke back to Hill Farm Lane. 
The Moles come into today’s game on the back of two tremendous away wins these past 
two weekends, at Chertsey and Bedfont Sports respectively. The win on Saturday leaves us 
a tantalising 1 point off the play off places with 3 games in hand over the side immediately 
above us. The quality of our football has been truly excellent of late and there is a real buzz 
around the squad who do seem to get closer and better with each game that we play. Our 
on the floor style of play is certainly very easy on the eye. 
 
We welcomed Lewis Pegg back into the team on Saturday and it’s also great to see Joe 
Gator returning from injury as he’s nearing the end of his long rehabilitation. 
 
The weather has caused havoc with our fixtures, this is only the 2 nd home game that we’ve 
managed to play here at Hill Farm Lane since November. With 6 home games coming up 
over the next month alone, we hope as many of you as possible will come along to share the 
journey with us in what is turning out to be an exciting and possibly historical season for the 
club. A game that was originally scheduled as a preChristmas Cracker is bound to not 
disappoint with both teams genuinely looking to push for a playoff place and possibly more 
come the end of April. 
 
Let’s hope tonight’s game is another cracker. To our friends at Basingstoke Town – welcome 
again to Hill Farm Lane. 
“C’mon you Moles” 
 
Andy Cotton 
Chairman

 
 
Welcome 
to  
Binfield FC 
from our  
chairman, 
Andy Cotton
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WE ARE THE MOLES

Binfield FC is a FA Charter Standard 
Community Club committed to providing 
football for all ages, male and female 
players. Starting at Soccer school and on 
to our Senior team who play in the 
Isthmian League South Central Division. The club runs over 36 
teams and is a great place to enjoy your football.

CLUB CONTACTS / OFFICERS

Chairman: Andy Cotton - chairman@binfieldfc.com
Vice Chairman: Craig Gilbert - craiggilbert1@virginmedia.com
Treasurer: Graham Taylor - treasurer@binfieldfc.com
General Secretary: Glenn Duggleby - 
glenn@q-helpinternational.com
Secretary: Rob Challis - robchallis@binfieldfc.com
Media Manager: Jack Craske - jackcraske@binfieldfc.com
Welfare Officer: Bob Chapple - rfjchappell@gmail.com
Webmaster: Tom Canning - tom.canning1983@gmail.com
Printed Programme content and design: Challis-White Ink 

In accordance with the Football Association Rule 2.13 Publication 
of ownership in relation to Step 1 to Step 6 clubs in the Football 
Pyramid we hereby confirm that the legal status of BINFIELD 
FOOTBALL CLUB as an Unincorporated Association (Members 
Club).

Registered Office: 4 Symondson Mews, Binfield, Berkshire, RG42 
5TE - VAT registration 25825964
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Swans up to second, Woods slip to third, Marlow and Binfield keep up their challenge, and we've 
wins for Villa, Uxbridge, Thatcham, Tanners and Ashford. 
 
After almost an entire season writing ‘our leaders, Northwood’ it seemed rather strange to see 
the name at the top change, but Basingstoke Town had got there on merit and they stayed there 
on merit, too. Stoke hit Merstham for five in November, but we speculated that this one might 
be closer as the Moatsiders have improved since then. It seemed, however, that Stoke hadn’t 
read that script. Brad Wilson opened the scoring for the hosts on eleven minutes, and two goals 
in two minutes either side of the break George Reid and Wilson again gave them a threenil ad
vantage. Noe Vendrells got a goal back on his Merstham debut with fourteen minutes left, but 
that was that, and the five hundred and eighty watching on seeing their side go four points clear. 
Image courtesy of Basingstoke Town. 
 
 
Northwood travelled around the M25 to Leatherhead as they attempted to climb back to the 
summit, but their inconsistent form continued. Omarr Lawson put the Tanners ahead on the half 
hour, Keane Anderson made it two nine minutes after the break, and Woods then made their 
own task more difficult as Brandon Kalu saw red. That was that, and they dropped to third the 
Tanners fourteenth. Walton & Hersham, with so many postponements of late that we’d been 
thinking about renaming them Walton and Hersham PP (although given all of the games called 
off had been away from home, perhaps PP Walton & Hersham would be more appropriate), got 
back into action as Sutton Common Rovers came to call. It took sixty one minutes for a goal to ar
rive, Harry Mills with it for the hosts, but we had two almost immediately, John Gilbert doubling 
home advantage. The Swans are up to second. Chertsey Town had climbed to fourth place prior 
to their match with Uxbridge, but their good form seemed to have left them as they fell two 
goals behind, Anthony Mendy opening the scoring and Eitel Goueth making it two at half time. 
That was that, and the Curfews slip to fifth. 
 
Marlow were on the road and the plane as they headed to the Channel Island to take on 
Guernsey. The Green Lions had finally learned how to win at home, and courtesy of two onenil 
wins had managed it twice in quick succession but they couldn’t make it three in a row as the 
visitors came from behind to take all three points despite a red card. NaheerOmar Nawaf 
opened the scoring for the visitors on twenty five minutes, but Ross Allen and Sam Murray had 
turned the match on its head by the break. A penalty converted by Junaid Bell drew the visitors 
level on the hour, and although Curtis Ujah was soon dismissed another penalty was awarded 
eleven minutes from time, Thomas Soares converting what turned out to be the winner as his 
side ended the day in fourth. 
 
Two goals from Harvey Harry gave Binfield a 21 win at Bedfont to keep them in the hunt for the 
playoffs.
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myClubinsurance  

BUILDINGS  
AND STADIA

LIABILITIES CONTENTS

FIXED 
FLOODLIGHTS 

SCOREBOARDS 
AND SIGHTSCREENS

FIXED  
GOALS/POSTS

BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION

PLAYING SURFACES
(NATURAL / ARTIFICIAL) 

CLUB

For amateur and semi-professional sports clubs

To make sure you are appropriately covered, our myClubinsurance 
policy can be built around your particular needs. Whether you require 
stand-alone liability cover or full buildings and contents protection, 
the policy can be adapted to suit.

0345 872 5060
myclub@bluefinsport.co.uk | bluefinsport.co.uk/myclub

0023-0918
Bluefin Sport is a trading name of Marsh Ltd. Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England and Wales Number: 1507274. 
Registered Office: 1 Tower Place West, Tower Place, London EC3R 5BU.
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I’ve become attached to Trethomas Bluebirds, a small club from South Wales with a big 
heart. This was the biggest game in their club history and I had an invitation. I travelled to 
Bangor with notebook, pen, iPad and bow and arrow. 

 HISTORIC DAY - SEE THOSE BLUEBIRDS GO IN RED TODAY 

97. Saturday 28 January 2023 - FAW Amateur Trophy - Attendance: 226 
CPD Bangor 1876 (blue & red trim/white) 1-2 Trethomas Bluebirds (red/red) 
⚽ : B (Clarke 45 mins) T B (Jones 59 & 78 mins) 

New Ground: Bangor University playing fields, Treborth - Pitch: 3G in half a cage 
Weather: slate grey, then some welcome sunshine, absolute bliss in North Wales, 7-8 C  
Travel: 🚗  - Miles: 40 - 📓 : ✅  (I had the only two copies) 

I predicted that the frost and ice would not disappear quickly, therefore I headed to 
Llandudno for a short break. The possibility was I would only get one game and anything 
extra would be a bonus. The days of Bangor City have long gone. This is the phoenix club 
languishing at the same level as their industrious opponents and way below the level of 
their former namesake. This was a mammoth drive for Trethomas Bluebirds to the north-
westerly point of the Welsh mainland and a coach was required for travel purposes. 

Bangor were quickly in action, as a goalbound effort was beaten away. Bangor shot over 
and flashed a header wide. Bluebirds reply was hit straight at Bangor’s keeper for a 
comfortable catch. Bangor were more attacking and opening out, but Bluebirds were 
solid with their keeper sweeping up twice to thwart promising attacks. Bluebirds were 
trying to cut through the middle, but Bangor glanced a header wide and sliced into the 
side-netting. Just before half-time Bluebirds put in an extended spell of pressure, but 
Bangor scored the first goal one minute into added time created by three injuries. 30 
seconds early, Bangor had missed the easiest of chances, but deserved their lead, 
heading in at the back from a well flighted free-kick. Bangor were fortunate getting the 
break and the only goal, so far. Half-time 1-0. 

I’m not greatly into tactics, but I’m certain Bluebirds manager changed things. Bangor 
continued to exert pressure, but a second goal would not come. Bluebirds had their 
moments, as Bangor twice cleared off the line and a prolonged spell of pressure was 
building on the home defence. They unceremoniously capitulated. Firstly, they were 
flummoxed by a cross, which teed up a double header for which Alfie Jones got the final 
touch of subtle subtlety. Secondly, Bluebirds winning goal, partly speculative, but 
deadly accurate from Jones, his second goal of the afternoon. I was standing behind the 
goal, but I didn’t see the ball coming, until it struck the left post and cannoned in. I’m 
certain the keeper didn’t, as he didn’t move, but the surprise snap shot nestled in the net 
for the Bluebirds winning goal. 

My thanks to CPD Bangor ‘one in the eye’ 1066 and my Trethomas friends, who are 
increasing in numbers. Finally may I add my sincere congratulations to Manager, Mark 
Dunford.  What a club, what a team, what a performance and I was there. The frost and ice 
did go away and I had a great time at the university ground by the Menai Straits. 

Match rating: ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐  out of 5, but not if I supported Bangor.

Ed: David Handley delves into his programme collection and reviews the basic, the oddities, 
the good, the bad and the indifferent. Here is a 1969 offering from Nottingham Forest. 

Nottingham Forest v Arsenal * 26th December 1969 * Score: 1-1 * Attendance: 38,915. 

This is a twenty page programme with four pages of adverts. The programme begins with 
‘Trent side Topics’, which looks back at a selection of Forest related events from the last 12 
months. 

Arsenal get the next five pages, plus another 
later on - about a third of the entire 
programme. There's a look back at their 
recent record, a profile of George Graham, 
pen pictures of all the players and a ‘meet the 
manager’ page featuring Bertie Mee. 

The next page, called ‘A Time for Reflection’ 
looks back at how Forest have fared over the 
last decade. The article ends with: ‘That was 
the sixties... soon it's on to the seventies 
with, we all sincerely hope, a forward march 
of progress for all connected with the club’. 
Forest would, of course, win the European 
Cup twice before the next decade ended. 

The line-ups are across the centre pages and are nicely framed by the red in the adverts. 
Next it's a full page article by Michael Parkinson. I didn't mind him in his chat show days, 
but I got fed up reading this, so stopped. Two pages follow with player appearance stats 
and a ‘name the player’ quiz. The main stats are on the next page; included are home and 
away attendances for reserve matches - a very rare inclusion. The programme ends with a 
page featuring full Arsenal results for the season. Forest finished in 15th place in Division 
One this season. Arsenal ended up 12th. 

Ed: I have not seen this programme, but I’m certain I had a Nottingham Forest edition from 
the same season. Five pages on the opposition me thinks is enough respect, when you also 
place a photograph of the Arsenal squad on the front cover.

PMW’S RAMBLINGS - INSIDE THE PROGRAMME WITH DAVID HANDLEY
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Let’s start with Milton Keynes Irish, not a club 
I knew much about. I was stuck for an idea, 
until I realised the the M K Irish club badge 
would fit nicely on the front cover. The red 
and pale red fade had to be replaced by red 
and green, plus a touch of orange, for the 
luck of the Irish. MK Irish were delighted. 

I apologise to the photographer, but needs 
must and finding an action photo to fit the 
cover, this was perfect. Chris Grace always has 
the knack of a penalty save, but this time he 
elected to punch the living daylights out of 
Ashford Town (Middlesex). 

Now everyone knows Roger Herridge loves a 
good holiday, but I can’t imagine Roger 
would expect anyone to go through his 
holiday snaps and furthermore put one on 
the front cover. Roger gave permission and is 
still speaking to me. In the same programme, 
I gave an introduction to the Barbados 
Football League of which Roger is president, 
patron and bar steward of the club nearest to 
the beach. Thanks Roger.

PMW’S RAMBLINGS - ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE PROGRAMME
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First Team Tracksuit Sponser - Once again !

UWE SEELER AND PELE

Our heroes are leaving us. The two World Cup legends and gentlemen off 
the pitch, Uwe Seeler and Pele have left this world within a space of six 
months. The two players, seen here (top left and front cover) a friendly 

between Hamburg SV and FC Santos on 20th October 1963 in Hamburg, 
remarkably became the first players to score in four World Cups on the 

same day with Uwe Seeler beating Pele by four minutes to be the first one 
to achieve this fantastic record in the 1958, 1962, 1966 and 1970 

competitions.  Andreas Latta 

Pele was probably everyone’s all-time favourite and I watched him play. 
PMW 

THAT SAVE - The split-second incident only allowed Gordon Banks time 
for one conscious thought – that the ball was impossible to catch, and 
the only way to prevent Pelé from following up on the rebound would 

be to parry the ball over the bar. The ball bounced two yards in front 
of the goal-line. Banks managed to make contact with the ball with 

the fingers of his right hand, and rolled his hand slightly to angle the 
ball over the crossbar. Banks landed in the inner netting of the goal, 

and knew he had saved the ball after seeing Pelé's reaction.   

Banks then rose to his feet to defend the corner, and broke into 
laughter after the following exchange: 

"I thought that was a goal." (Pelé) 
"You and me both." (Banks) 

"You're getting old, Banksy, you used to hold on to them." (Bobby 
Moore).

Pitchin Isthmian League Fixtures 4th February 2023 
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The View from  
the Dugout 

By Jon Couch 
AS part of our extensive coverage of the National League in The NonLeague Paper, we include a statistics 
box, detailing significant moments of a game to give you, the reader, some kind of idea as to how the end 
result was determined. 
Shots on target, Shots off target, Corners, Offsides, FreeKicks Conceded, Yellow Cards and Red Cards are 
the seven categories featured and, when collaborated, usually offers a relatively accurate reflection and in
sight into the balance of play. 
The key word in the above paragraph, however, is usually' as, quite often, this is not the case. In fact, it can 
also portray the exact opposite. Take my team, Ipswich Town, for example. Now, under manager Kieran 
McKenna this season, Ipswich are League One's stats kings. Top of the possession charts, most passes com
pleted and chances created, they own the lot. 
However, there is one quite important stat that Ipswich do not top, the points column. Defeat at Oxford 
United on Saturday left them third in the table, 10 points behind leaders Plymouth Argyle and seven adrift 
of second placed Sheffield Wednesday. Indeed, in one game, at home to Lincoln City on October 15, the 
Tractor Boys enjoyed 76.7% possession and had 33 shots to Lincoln's three. They lost 10 to a goal from for
mer Eastleigh striker Ben House. In the Champions League of 201213, Barcelona had 89 per cent posses
sion and 14 shots on target against Celtic, but still lost 21. 
To modernday managers like McKenna – the Football League's youngest boss at the age of 35 – data analy
sis has become a vital part of their makeup. The philosophy of possession based football, building from the 
back and 'putting numbers on the board' is seen as key to producing an attractive brand of football. 
Call me old school, but I would suggest that the best brand of football is winning football and traits such as 
wingers booming long, high crosses into the box for a good oldfashioned centre forward to power into the 
net will always prevail. 
A great deal of emphasis is also put these days on 'assists'. For me, though, statistics showing the number 
of 'assists' a player has accumulated (or numbers as the statisticians call them) are often also misleading 
and don't give a true reflection of a player's overall performance. Midfield players these days are often 
judged by these 'numbers', in my day, it was simply a midfielder's job to assist the strikers and create oppor
tunities to score. 
And this new age terminology doesn't stop there. Recently, I heard a player described as “one of the best 
assist assists in the league”. For those of you as baffled by this as me, an assist assist is the player who 
passes to the player who then assists a goal. Apparently that's a thing! 
And my favourite thing right now is 'Expected Goals' and 'Expected Assists' (or xG and xA as they are called). 
This is a new revolutionary football metric designed to measure the probability of a shot resulting in a goal 
or a pass that will lead to a goal. According to their descriptions,the xG model uses historical information 
from thousands of shots with similar characteristics to estimate the likelihood of a goal on a scale between 
0 and 1. For assists, it considers several factors including the type of pass, pass endpoint and length of pass 
that leads to a goal. 
Years and years of data analysis, compiled by some very clever people, has gone into devising this system 
but, I'm sorry, I just don't get it. Unsurprisingly, Ipswich are regularly 'expected' to score three or four goals 
a game so surely they should winning every week and sitting on top of the table, shouldn't they? 
Thankfully, NonLeague football is that bit purer so such factors don't come into play. 'Expected Goals and 
Expected Assists' will have precious little bearing on the North West Counties League, for instance. 
The only stat that really matters is the one stated in the scorebox – and The NLP highlights that quite promi
nently too.  
 

 
Welcome to the players, staff, officials and supporters of Basingstoke, theirs 
is a club that is quite close to my heart, on returning to England in 2005, I 
spent a few short months at the club and was given a wonderful welcome. 
There are several people still involved with the club from that time and I 
have always enjoyed their company. In addition, at the start of this season I 
did some work with their U18 team and would still have been there but for 
taking on my current role. 
 
The club's fall from the lofty heights of the Conference South has been espe
cially sad for those of us that hold the place in high regard and I have no 
doubt that in time they will return to their rightful place in the upper eche
lons of the non league footballing pyramid. Let's hope that their upward tra
jectory has a brief setback tonight before continuing! 
 
It would appear that the British climate is now calming down (fingers 
crossed) and we now have the chance to get a run of games, looking at the 
schedule, our difficult January has now turned into a difficult February with 
games coming thick and fast. We have managed to play ourselves into some 
kind of contention for the play offs and now our focus turns to whether we 
can push ourselves into the reckoning for the title, something our oppo
nents have done in some style. 
 
Last Saturday we welcomed back Lewis Pegg who following a brief sojourn 
at Step 3 felt that with opportunities limited, playing games was critical to 
his development and although pleased to see him return, I do think he is 
one of many players here at Binfield who could very comfortably excel at 
the next level, it is now our job to try and ensure that this happens whilst 
still at the club 
 
Enjoy the game

Garry Haylock
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For all the latest Binfield FC news go to;

www. BinfieldFC.com

The features and technologies throughout the home also demonstrate a commitment to  
a greener future for everyone – and an energy efficient, future-proof home for you

PRICES FROM £610,000
CALL TO SCHEDULE YOUR PRIVATE VIEWING APPOINTMENT

01344 753110
Tilehurst Lane, Binfield, Berkshire, RG42 5JS

LOOKING TO DOWNSIZE, BUT WITH NO 
COMPROMISE ON SPECIFICATION, DESIGN, 

LOCATION AND SUSTAINABILITY 

Tilehurst Green - built by award winning Burrington Estates 
and set in the historic village of Binfield - is awaiting you.

• Integrated Bosch appliances • Laufen sanitaryware
• Oak veneer internal doors • Mirrored wardrobe storage 

• Underfloor heating • Bifold doors

T I L E H U R S T
G R E E N

B I N F I E L D
B E R K S H I R E

T I L E H U R S T
G R E E N

B I N F I E L D
B E R K S H I R E

Low carbon heating 
with air sourced 
heat pump             

Waste 
water heat 
recovery 

Sustainable 
drainage 
systems

Electric car 
charging 
points

Low energy 
downlighters (over 
and above current 
requirement)

Smart 
energy
controls 

Underfloor
heating to 
ground floors

Timber from 
sustainable 
sources
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